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Brentano Welcomes Spring with Colorful Collection 
Cornerstone adds new stripes and a velvet with the largest color line to date 

 

Wheeling, IL. (March 2015) — Always a color leader, Brentano welcomes spring with a colorful collection of 

21 textiles for residential, hospitality and contract interiors. The new spring 2016 Cornerstone collection 

embraces color with an artful stripe, Regalia, available in eight colorways, and the 39 beautiful colorways of 

Gem, a cotton velvet.  Both offer designers rich, saturated colors with lustrous materials and contract-level 

abrasion resistance. 

“We’ve spent the last year reflecting on our direction and look, and this year we’re laying a new cornerstone 

with products that represent what we do best at Brentano. People love our colors, and you’ll find several 

color-driven patterns in this collection: stripes like Regalia and a new cotton velvet [Gem] with our largest 

color line to date — 39 colorways!” said Design Director Iris Wang. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Brentano: 

Led by Design Director Iris Wang, Brentano has grown from a modest eight patterns in 1990 into an international 

source for polyurethane faux leather, outdoor, Crypton, Nano-Tex and GreenShield-finished, eco-friendly and fire 

retardant products. The carefully curated line reflects Iris’ lifelong study of fine art, nature and Asian philosophy in 

beautiful, high-performing solutions for the contract, hospitality, healthcare and residential markets. Please visit 

www.brentanofabrics.com for more information. 
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Regalia 6524 

Regalia dresses up a room with an inspiring palette of eight artful ribbons of 

color. The 56” performance fabric has the rich luster of a rayon fill woven on a 

polyester warp — and earns its contract stripes with Incase finishing and an 

abrasion resistance passing over 75,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). 
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Gem 4250 

A cut above with its densely woven, combed cotton pile, Gem’s true value shines through in its 

color clarity and satin finish. Offered in an impressive palette of 39 designer colorways, the 54” 

velvet has a water repellant finish and passes 50,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). 
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